
 

Kenwood Kpg-56d 4.2l

this shows a list of the options. its best to read the help screens
on the left of the screen. as you can see, the kenwood radios
have quite a few options, most of which are not essential to

programming the radio. %cd%\kenwood\kpg-20d\kpg-20d.exe
kenwood kpg-56d 4.2l you will have to make sure that the port

is not set to auto-detect. this is done via the port selection
screen. if this screen is not used, and only the programming
software is used, then the port can be set to auto-detect. on

the kpg-20d this is done with the port selection screen. with the
kpg-20d software, you can enter the port in the main screen

using either a serial connection to the radio, or a tcp/ip
connection. comx: port number. the serial port number is set in
the ports tab of the serial port options. spdif: port number. the

spdif (s/pdif) port number can be set in the ports tab of the
s/pdif options. the port numbers above are the default values
for the serial ports, but can be changed. the port numbers for

the spdif port should be the default values. if you change them,
then you can use the spdif channel selection on the sat

(subaudible) channel to program the sat (subaudible) channel.
you do not need to use this if you are using a different radio

than the kpg-56d, or are using a different radio program.
kenwood's range of handheld radios and two way radios have

become a staple of the amateur radio community. this range is
led by the kpg-55d mini-vcr which is a superb handheld radio.
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the kpg-56d is a compact four band dual-frequency radio. the
kpg-56d v4 is essentially the same radio as the kpg-56d, but
comes with a four band dv/vhf/uhf/lf switch making it suitable

for multi-band operations.

Kenwood Kpg-56d 4.2l

you can program any radio on what the channel the radio is
broadcasting on at the time you press the ptt button. this is not

the same as a normal position on the radio, rather it is a
specific radio channel that will respond to the ptt button. you
can program the sample rates for the data you wish the radio
to transmit and the dtr rate you wish to transmit at. the key to
this is to ensure you programme the correct mode. the radio
has the following modes. schhd = subaudible data such as

signals or tones (general) ktxd = on-the-air data, such as dtmf
or voice (general) kpto = voice k2xd = general k2xo = on-the-
air data, such as dtmf or voice txon = the radio is on on one of

the tx channels i am trying to program several of these
handhelds with the kenwood software and i keep running into a

problem. i'm trying to set up 8 different channel groups and
some of the channels will be the same between the groups. i
can set the groups up the way i want to but when i load the

program to the radios, the program changes. channels start to
repeat themselves within the first group and some channels

disappear completely. i have searched the internet for about 6
hours today, trying to find any information on how to use the

kpg-56d software with no luck. the only tutorials or videos that i
have found just show basic channel entry and none of them

show how to properly set up channel groups. because kenwood
make amateur radio equipment as well as commercial, the

software will not (as standard) accept frequencies in the
amateur radio bands. this is easily rectified by editing the
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programs.msg file. the two images show the tk-709 t frequency
range has been modified from 150-170 mhz to 140-170 mhz,
thus covering the 2 metre amateur bands. this process holds

for other models of radio too. 5ec8ef588b
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